


CHANGES
1988 was when we finally settled into our quarterly schedule, which would become 
an essential part of 2600 from that point on. In fact, we christened ourselves “The 
Hacker Quarterly” with the very first issue that adopted the new format: Spring 1988.

The page length of each issue was doubled to 48 pages. Page numbers appeared on 
pages 2 through 47 in the Spring issue and from that point onwards pages 3 through 
46 as the inside covers no longer had labeled page numbers. We continued to print in 
color on the front and back pages. As in 1987, the back page was devoted to the table of 
contents and was simply labeled “CONTENTS.” The words “DANGER: MISSING 
LABEL” appeared in the spot where the mailing label was supposed to be affixed 
for those people who had opted not to get the magazine in an envelope. (In 1987, the 
phrase had been “WARNING: MISSING LABEL.”) The Winter 1988-89 issue was 
formatted a little differently on that page. Instead of the missing label notice, a different 
message was printed over to the left in really tiny print. Those with microscopes 
or really good vision would see the message: “When Was Your Last Eye Exam?”

COVERS
The first two covers were done by cover artist Ken Copel and the last 
two were photographs. We continued to use our little box in the upper 
right hand corner as a mini-cover for various messages and bits of art.

Spring 1988 featured an image of a guy sitting on a huge computer monitor 
talking on a telephone. His words “No, it’s safe. You can talk.” are displayed on 
the screen for all to see. The computer, of course, is a Model 2600 of one thing 
or another. Our mini-cover was the buffalo image of a standard 22-cent postal 
stamp upside down. We were a little curious if this might somehow cause issues 
with postal machines processing our magazines. This was also the only cover of the 
year that had the price ($4) of a single issue for newsstands printed on all issues. 
For subsequent 1988 issues, we managed to only print the price on those issues 
that were being sold in stores. (If you have one of those, it’s particularly rare.)

The Summer 1988 issue had an interesting view into the insides of a computer 
from the back where you could see an inverted message on the screen along with 
the image of a city either beyond that or contained as part of it. The partially 
obscured message read: “When there is no tiger upon the mountain, the monkey 
shall be king. :2600 Sends.” Other than the “2600” part, this was an old Chinese 
proverb. Also hidden in the image is our ISSN number just for kicks. Our mini-
cover featured a full screen close-up of President Ronald Reagan pointing 
to the part of his nose that had skin cancer. It seemed relevant at the time.

Autumn 1988 was a bit different as it was simply a reprint of a photograph we had 
obtained from Bell Labs that demonstrated how specially designed computers could 
manipulate pictures and create unique and seamless images. This was one of very few 
covers that did not come from in-house. Our mini-cover, however, most certainly did. 
What looks almost unidentifiable was actually a very clear message - if you knew what 
to look for. Back in 1984, in our first issue, we exposed an FBI informant who was 
targeating hackers. Our article back then thwarted much of his work, but he continued 
to strike at people close to us, all the while claiming he was untouchable. We managed 



to track down much of his hidden information but, rather than just let loose with a 
barrage of harassment, we felt a little demonstration would be more effective. So, if 
you turned that little image on its side, you would see the front of the informant’s office 
in Detroit, an address that had remained fairly unknown. We imagine the message 
was sent, as the harassment stopped soon after. Probably the most fun we ever had 
with a mini-cover that nobody else, save one other person, understood. Until now.

Winter 1988-89 was our final cover of the year and, again, it was from an 
external source. It was an ancient photo of a payphone booth from 1884 touched 
up in blue. A caption underneath identified it as part of the “National Telephone 
Company” (England) and revealed the rates of the time. An excerpt of their 
original literature was reprinted on the next page. The mini-cover somehow 
managed not to stay in the box and was a simple curved meter with a word 
printed underneath. The word? Bushitera. This was apparently a reference to the 
recent election that voted in George H.W. Bush. So instead of a bullshit era, we 
were about to launch into a Bushit era. It seemed so much more clever at the time.

INSIDE
The staffbox continued to appear on page 3 with Emmanuel Goldstein 
now listed as Editor-In-Chief. Other listed credits at various times of the 
year were Office Manager, Production, Cover Art, Artwork, and Writers.

Mailing info also appeared on page 3 for each issue. We had three BBSes listed in Spring 
(OSUNY, Central Office, and a nameless third one) and four beginning in Summer 
(Yoyodyne as the third and Beehive as the fourth). The Winter edition introduced 
a fifth BBS (Hacker’s Den) and saw OSUNY listed as “down at the moment.”

Somehow we managed to say we were “published monthly” in the Summer 
and Autumn issues after getting it right in Spring. This was fixed for Winter.

The pursuit of advertising was abandoned this year. Exceptions were confined to 
our own house ads and reprints of advertising that we found to be amusing or crazy.

We were happily surprised to come upon some decent and positive press concerning 
hacking over in England, in the form of a television program titled Network 7. “It’s 
possible the press is finally growing up and realizing that hacking involves so much 
more than electronic bandits. It’s a symbol of our times and one of the hopes of the future. 
If that sounds crazy to you, wander through our pages and it may start to make sense.”

In following mainstream news, we were always keen to point out how elusive 
privacy actually was by default with warnings like “one should not presume that 
a long distance telephone call is private.” Regarding the existence and future of 
telephonic spying by the authorities, “It’s doubtful that one system could spy on 
numbers across the country because of the many different systems still in use. If 
and when all of the phone networks become integrated, such a concept will be very 
possible.” Rumors abounded about a monitoring device known as a REMOB, for 
which we offered a $100 reward for any evidence that proved its actual existence.

Our warnings about blindly accepting technology yielded some specific 
examples at a local university that had just installed a ROLM telephone 
system. “It is vital not to be dependent on any form of technology because 



when it fails, you will be crippled,” the article emphasized. “Complete 
and total integration. Complete and total paralysis,” it concluded.

We got a fair amount of criticism for printing an “interpretation of computer hacking” 
that was far from positive. But we had wanted to stir the pot and create a dialogue and 
we certainly got that and more. We also were chastised roundly for devoting a huge 
amount of space in the Summer issue to the topic of computer viruses, particularly 
one article that focused on a specific bit of anti-virus software. However, we also 
printed an unapologetic piece from an actual virus writer which the readership was 
much happier with. “To write and distribute a virus you must lose every shred of 
moral fiber, and if I know the readers of this magazine, there will be a computer virus 
plague in the very near future.” (Speaking of plagues, the writer used the handle 
of “The Plague,” which would one day be incorporated into the movie Hackers.)

We printed some documents we obtained from The Private Sector raid of a few years 
back that amply demonstrated what a huge waste of time it was for the authorities to 
move against our first BBS. But we also tried to focus on the positive and on the power 
that those same authorities were so afraid of: “Every kid going to school today that has a 
computer and a printer in his home or even in his school is a potential newspaper editor.”

We even looked at the various candidates running for president in 1988 in terms of 
their attitude towards technology and concluded: “Representative Albert Gore showed 
himself to be the most knowledgeable ‘telecom enthusiast’ seeking the nomination.”

It was in the spring of 1988 that we decided to make 2600 meetings monthly 
instead of weekly, which seemed to synch well with making the magazine quarterly 
instead of monthly. It was the year that we printed our first red box plans. For the 
second time (the first being in 1987), we printed a photo of a foreign payphone, 
this time in Paris. We still didn’t realize what a good idea that would turn out to be.

Telephony was much more of a focus in this period. While we still yearned for a 
way to reach people “around the globe” through technology, we seemed to have the 
most fun continuing to play with the telephone network. The holy grail of any phone 
phreak was an unrestricted dial tone and we were chock full of tips on how to find 
them. Mischief was at the heart of it all: at one point we were helping to spread Moral 
Majority cofounder Jerry Falwell’s 800 numbers far and wide. It was an early form of 
hacktivism to overload these numbers and have his organization foot the bill as well.

We did our share of reporting on the phone companies too. We helped publicize 
a class action lawsuit against Allnet and exposed some Sprint billing issues. 
Apparently, they were charging for busy signals and splitting large calls into multiple 
smaller ones, yielding higher bills since the first minute of each call always cost 
more. They even were caught harassing people to pay bills that hadn’t arrived yet 
and, when they did arrive, these bills would often show several months of activity 
instead of only one. It was a difficult period for these new companies and we 
sure weren’t showing them any mercy. MCI really earned our wrath by signing 
up customers who hadn’t chosen them as their long distance carrier (a procedure 
the entire country was going through for the very first time). But probably our 
true rage was reserved for companies known as Alternative Operator Services 
(AOS), which quickly earned a reputation as horrible rip-offs, often charging 
many times the normal rate for a phone call, all the while fooling the customer into 
thinking they were using a more legitimate company. Again, we implicated MCI 
in this, as they facilitated the acceptance of AT&T calling cards on their network, 



but routed it to an AOS company known as NTS, which resulted in huge and 
surprising bills to many. We printed pages of our own bill to demonstrate the issue.

We also were enthusiastic about coming changes, such as the introduction 
to our mechanical crossbar switch of something known as an adjunct frame, 
which would allow us to do such newfangled things as choose a long distance 
company and make international calls without the help of an operator. We 
wondered what the future of area codes would be, as only five of the traditional 
kind (with one or zero as the middle digit) were left. We had ideas for unique 
uses of the feature known as call forwarding, some of which are quite common 
today. And we watched as the total number of available cell phone channels 
went all the way up to 832. Meanwhile, a legendary payphone robber known as 
James Clark was finally captured after traversing the nation emptying coinboxes.

We saw the first instance of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) 
of 1986 being used to protect the private email on a BBS. And we had some classic 
quotes, including: “A simple human being... should be the one running the show”; 
“...it’s becoming increasingly common for the installers of such systems to blatantly 
disregard the needs of the users and just assume everyone will figure it out in the 
end”; and “one must use good sense when entering a manhole.” One particularly 
telling response to a letter summed our feelings up in this manner: “Computers 
still offer a degree of anonymity. Let’s all try to enjoy that while we can.”

We confronted some ugly feelings in the hacker community in the form of an 
anti-gay comment in a list of phone numbers we printed. We opted to keep the 
comment in, with this added: “2600 Note: We thoroughly deplore ignorant and 
prejudiced statements like this one and hope most of our readers do too. We 
decided to keep it in this list to face up to the fact that the hack/phreak world 
has its own redneck element.” Needless to say, this didn’t meet with universal 
approval, but we defended our actions, saying: “Racism and its assorted relatives 
thrive when people try to deny their existence. Computer hackers are not 
immune from any of this. We can only hope that they, along with most of the 
others in the world, will look for injustice and scream about it when they find it.”

1988 was the year we first introduced 2600 t-shirts, which apparently was so 
unexpected that we had to add “no, we’re not kidding” to our announcement, along 
with the warning of “no returns regardless of what you say or do.” Nobody dared try.

The end of the year saw the first reports of the infamous Internet worm created by 
Robert Tappan Morris. And as the absurdity of the ECPA’s restriction on listening 
to certain radio frequencies became apparent, we chose to print the transcripts of 
overheard conversations from insecure cellular telephones. The year ended with an 
interview of members from an intriguing group of people in Germany known as the 
Chaos Computer Club. “When a byte somewhere goes wrong,” they told us, “they 
always phone the Chaos Computer Club, because they think we can fix it or we know 
what has happened and who did it.” This was something we could identify with, but 
there were some things we just couldn’t understand, such as this remark from the 
Germans: “If you need a longer cable you have to go to the post office and pay 
65 marks and fill out a request form for a longer cable to your telephone.”

And with all that, The Hacker Quarterly finally finished its first year.


































































































































































































































































































































































































